SASE Advisory
Services
Plan your Secure Access Service
Edge (SASE) adoption strategy at a
pace that suits your organization

A new approach to networking
and security is being driven by
four key factors:
Provide more secure cloud and
remote access for users
Build a more unified security strategy
to handle a variety of security
challenges
Integration of many cybersecurity
tools

Introducing new SASE Advisory
Services
Move your network to every user, device
and application with a modernized SASE
approach.
With the launch of two new SASE Advisory
Services through IBM Security Services,
clients can receive a high-level SASE
design, map the key SASE technologies to
their use cases and define a prioritized
timeline for SASE adoption that maps to
their business goals.

– SASE Framing & Discovery Workshop:
Demand for integration of cloud
services/architectures and network
security tools

SASE can enable all of these and
IBM Security Services has the tools
you need to understand the value
SASE can bring to your business.

half-day no-cost session either virtual or
in-person, we can help you understand
and prioritize SASE initiatives in the
context of your business

– SASE Advisory Services: a 2-week

assessment including a series of
workshops and questionnaires to map
out a SASE Adoption strategy tailored to
your organization.

SASE Framing & Discovery Workshop
In this no-cost, half-day workshop, IBM subject matter
experts will help you define how a SASE solution can
improve your overall security posture, reduce risk and
realize your zero trust strategy, identify possible technology
and skills gaps, and prioritize your team’s time.
•

Align stakeholders around the most urgent and
impactful SASE initiatives

•

Identify key SASE use cases that support your business
needs and critical processes

•

Gain insight on the current state of your security
posture using IBM’s 5 level zero trust maturity model

SASE Adoption Strategy
Over the course of approximately two weeks, we will work
together to:
•

Capture your needs and current organizational
context

•

Perform a deep dive on selected topics via a series of
workshops with key participants

•

Create a SASE implementation strategy, validate and
present it to your teams

•

Create a high-level design of your future SASE
architecture and define proof of concept
success criteria

Why IBM Security
Services?
– Market leader: Named a

market leader across 12
security segments including
managed security services,
SIEM and identity and access
management

– Global presence: IBM Security
Services has over 16 global
and regional security
operations centers providing
global presence with regional
delivery capability

– Deep expertise: We maintain
over 6,000 client-facing
practitioners, including
Partners, Associate Partners,
and consultants across 7
practices.

– Ecosystem & Alliances:

Cultivated partnerships,
alliances, and over 3,000 IBM
and 3rd party integration
routes

– Cloud Security: IBM Security

Services has over 500 cloud
security certified practitioners

Learn more at

ibm.biz/saseservices

Schedule a consultation today at ibm.biz/sasesac
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